PAI GOW POKER
OBJECT
The Object of the game is to have a higher-ranking hand
than your opponent. Each seven-card hand is divided into
two separate Poker hands, a two-card front hand, and a fivecard backhand. In order to have a winning hand; both Poker
hands must rank higher than your opponent.

OPTIONAL SIDE BETS
PROGRESSIVE BONUS BET

This $1 optional bet allows the Player/Dealer to win all
or part of a large, incrementally growing jackpot. The top
hands pay a percentage of the jackpot while other hands
pay a fixed amount.

Note: The front hand may not rank higher than the back hand.

PLAYING THE GAME
Pai Gow Poker is played with a conventional poker deck
with one added Joker, totaling 53 cards. The Joker is wild
and may be used as any card. Five Aces (four Aces and a
Joker) is the best possible hand. The below ranking chart
indicates the general categories of hands in descending
order of value:
1. Five Aces
2. Royal Flush
3. Straight Flush
4. Four of a Kind
5. Full House
6. Flush
7. Straight (A-2-3-4-5 is the smallest Straight)
8. Three of a Kind
9. Two Pairs
10. One Pair
11. No Pair (High Card)
Each Player/Dealer at the table is responsible for setting
his or her hand and no other person but the casino dealer
may touch a Player/Dealer’s cards. Each Player/Dealer is also
required to keep the seven cards in full view of the dealer.
Once each Player/Dealer has set a high and a low hand and
placed the two hands on the table layout, the Player/Dealer
does not touch the cards again.
The Player/Dealer’s/Dealer must set their hand according to
rules known as The House Way.
GEGA # 003148, 002516, 002613. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Play responsibly.
Gambling problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER or go to www.problemgambling.ca.gov.

FORTUNE BONUS BET

Player/Dealer win if their hand contains a straight or
higher. Player/Dealer who made a Fortune wager may
also qualify for an Envy bonus if someone else at the
table has a premium hand.

